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William Wyler was a great film director whose work has always presented one
big problem for film scholars. It's hard to pin down. Wyler wasn't like John
Ford, who made Westerns, or Hitchcock, who made suspense films, or Orson
Welles, who was always indelibly Welles. 
Instead, he made all kinds of films in all kinds of styles, from the
deep-focus languor of "The Little Foxes" to the epic splendor of "Ben-Hur"
to the grainy realism of "Counsellor-at-Law." If Wyler had one specialty, it
was this: He made exceptionally good movies. Not only that, he made them one
after another, year after year, producing far too many gems than could ever
be chalked up just to luck, coincidence or to his creative partners. 


Last week, Wyler would have turned 100, which is the best possible excuse
for a Wyler centennial. The Rafael Film Center is having one, which will
take place from Saturday through Aug. 7. It will include eight Wyler films
and an hourlong documentary about the filmmaker, "Directed by William Wyler"
from 1986. 

Then on Sunday, the San Francisco Silent Film Festival will get into the
act, with a rare screening of Wyler's "Hell's Heroes" at the Castro Theatre.
The picture, about three bandits who come to the aid of an infant, was
released in 1930 in silent and sound versions. The festival is showing the
silent version, which will be accompanied by Dennis James on the Castro's
Wurlitzer. 

It's time a fuss was made over Wyler, whose achievement is often overlooked
in favor of more idiosyncratic or flashy directors, but whose filmography is
right up there with the best of them. 

Born in Alsace, the son of a Swiss merchant, Wyler (1902-1981) was educated
in Switzerland and in Paris, where he studied the violin. When he was 20, he
met Carl Laemmle of Universal, who gave him a job writing publicity. He
worked as an assistant director on Lon Chaney's "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" (1923) and as a production assistant on the original "Ben-Hur" (1927),
with Ramon Novarro. By the late '20s, he was just another director of
two-reel Westerns. He graduated to feature films by 1930 and had his first
important success three years later, with "Counsellor-at-Law." 

Wyler was a consummate actor's director, who would shoot and reshoot scenes
until they were perfect. His technique was rigorous - - he was nicknamed
"90-take Wyler" -- but no one could argue with the results. He guided two
generations of actors to some of their best performances, from John
Barrymore, Margaret Sullavan and Bette Davis, to Terence Stamp, Charlton
Heston and Barbra Streisand (in "Funny Girl"). 

The Rafael tribute is not exhaustive, but it's a well-chosen sampling: 

"The Collector" (1965): Wyler passed on making "The Sound of Music" to make
this fine suspense thriller, starring Stamp as an unbalanced young man who
kidnaps a young woman just to have her around. The film plays at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. 

"Jezebel" (1938): Davis gave one of her memorable performances as a popeyed,
hard-driving Southern belle who sets her sights on nice guy Henry Fonda. It
screens at 7 p.m. on July 17. 

"The Best Years of Our Lives" (1946): This classic, about three veterans
readjusting to civilian life after World War II, is a compelling work of
art. Susan Andrews, daughter of co-star Dana Andrews, and Judy Wyler
Sheldon, daughter of Wyler, will introduce the movie. The show begins 7 p.m.
on July 21. 

"Dodsworth" (1936): This is one not to miss, a rarely screened and highly
adult adaptation of the Sinclair Lewis novel, about the disintegrating
marriage of a middle-aged couple (Walter Huston and Ruth Chatterton). It
screens at 7 p.m. on July 24. 

"Roman Holiday" (1953): This perennial charmer, with Audrey Hepburn at her
most adorable, screens at 7 p.m. on July 28. 

"The Little Foxes" (1941): Writer Lillian Hellman's brutal family drama,
starring Davis at her most vicious, is highlighted by cinematographer Gregg
Toland's dazzling visuals. The movie plays at 7 p.m. on July 31. 

"Counsellor-at-Law" (1933): John Barrymore plays a successful Jewish lawyer
in this surprisingly frank and political pre-Code classic. It screens at 7
p.m. on Aug. 4. 

"Wuthering Heights" (1939): This moody, romantic adaptation of the Emily
Bronte novel put Laurence Olivier on the map as a Hollywood star and
provided Merle Oberon with her defining performance. It's a lovely thing to
behold on a big screen. The film, which concludes the series, plays at 7
p.m. on Aug. 7. 
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CORRECTION: A story in Monday's Datebook on the William Wyler film tribute
at the Rafael Film Center misstated the phone number for information. The
correct number is (415) 383-5256. (07/09/02, P. A2)  

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

MOVIE SHOWINGS 

WILLIAM WYLER CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION: The film event runs from Saturday to
Aug. 7. Terence Stamp will be interviewed by Chronicle film writer Edward
Guthmann after a screening of "The Collector" at the Rafael Film Center in
San Rafael on Saturday. 

The Wyler tribute continues at the Rafael with "The Best Years of Our
Lives," "Roman Holiday" and others. On Aug. 4, "Counsellor-at- Law" will be
introduced by Chronicle Movie Critic Mick LaSalle. For information about the
Rafael program, call (415) 383-3556. 

FILM FESTIVAL: Stamp will introduce the Wyler drama "Hell's Heroes" on
Sunday at the at the Castro and will chat with Chronicle film writer Carla
Meyer. For information on the Silent Film Festival, call (415) 777-4908. 


PHOTO; Caption: Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn fall in love in William
Wyler's romantic film "Roman Holiday."  
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The San Francisco Art Institute is known for graduating experimental
filmmakers whose work will never show at the multiplex. But that description
hardly fits alumni Kathryn Bigelow and Scott Kramer, the forces behind two
high-profile summer movies. 

Kramer returned to his alma mater a few weeks ago to sneak- preview "Full
Frontal," which he produced. Although star Julia Roberts refers to it as "my
little nudie film," I can report that the new bride does not appear full
frontal.

Bigelow stands out among female directors not just because she's nearly 6
feet tall but also for making testosterone-fueled movies. Her latest, "K-19:
The Widowmaker," stars Harrison Ford as the captain of a Russian sub that
comes close to accidentally triggering a nuclear war. Her resume boasts an
action film ("Blue Steel"), a sci-fi thriller ("Strange Days") and a surfer
flick ("Point Break"), produced by her then-husband, James ("king of the
world") Cameron. 

But Bigelow, a San Carlos native, denies favoring movies with a masculine
identity. "I've never shied away from making a 'women's picture,' but at the
same time it's not that I go looking for that. I choose pieces I feel
strongly about and have a connection to." 

With "K-19," which is based on a real incident, "it was the opportunity to
acknowledge the courage of the men in that submarine. I was determined their
story not be lost. I don't think filmmaking is gender specific, maybe
because I come from the art world, and in that world, you don't
differentiate between women and men. You think of schools of art." 
Bigelow majored in painting at the Art Institute in the early '70s. Her
first exposure to film was in avant-garde director Gunvor Nelson's class.
"Because my introduction was through a woman filmmaker, it didn't occur to
me that it was unique to be a woman and make films. I thought Gunvor was
unique because of her work, not because she was a woman." 
She credits the Art Institute with "instilling a kind of confidence that I
suppose gives me the hubris to do what I do." 

Her student years overlapped with Kramer's. He recalls Bigelow as "one of
the people you had to go through to sign up for equipment." The school has
some new equipment thanks to Kramer, who persuaded Canon to donate two
digital cameras like the one Steven Soderbergh used to shoot "Full Frontal."

George Kuchar, another arty filmmaker, was Kramer's favorite teacher. "A lot
of the classes focused on film as a fine art rather than on Hollywood
movies," Kramer said. "But we got practical experience, too. The fun of
making films in college is that you're involved in the whole process, not
just one aspect of it." 

Kramer's collaboration with Soderbergh, which began with "The Limey," comes
closest to replicating that experience. "Steven invites you into the
process. You can express yourself on his films any way you wish. There's a
reason Julia Roberts continues to work with him. She probably would be happy
working only with Steven for the rest of her career." 

"Full Frontal" features a movie within the movie. Roberts plays a movie star
playing a reporter (who, incidentally, looks like no reporter I've ever
seen). "It's not like any other film Steven has done. He put into it
everything he knows about relationships and couples," said Kramer, who knew
Soderbergh long before he reached celebrity status. 

For more than 20 years, they've talked about bringing "A Confederacy of
Dunces" to the screen. The project has been around long enough to have
considered both John Belushi and John Candy for the lead. "The problem was
always that studios were interested in doing a comedic story about this
overweight guy living with his mom. But the book is about so much more,"
said Kramer, who owns the screen rights to John Kennedy Toole's novel. 
The movie finally is on the drawing board. Kramer and Soderbergh will
produce it, and Drew Barrymore is set to star, but the rest of the cast is
pending. A search is under way for a director. "I fantasize about directing
it myself," Kramer said. "But that decision will be made by others." 

STAMP CHARMS AUDIENCES: Terence Stamp charmed Bay Area audiences last
weekend when he kicked off a William Wyler centennial celebration. Stamp,
who worked with the great director on "The Collector," was asked what made
him special. "He never repeated himself. There was no 'Star Wars' prequel."
(The tribute continues at the Rafael Film Center with a 7 p.m. Sunday
showing of "The Best Years of Our Lives," introduced by Judy Sheldon,
Wyler's daughter, and Susan Andrews, daughter of star Dana Andrews.) 
Stamp acknowledged turning down good roles out of fear. "The great Josh
Logan got down on his knees and begged me to play Arthur in 'Camelot.' But I
was afraid I wouldn't be able to sing." Stamp conquered his fear of the
unknown when he assumed the role of a drag queen in "Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert." 

Starting today, Stamp can be seen as a seductive actor in "My Wife Is an
Actress." "I gave them my Anthony Hopkins imitation," he said, laughing.

PHOTO (4); Caption: (1-2) Front and center Steven Soderbergh, left, directed
Blair Underwood and Julia Roberts, above, in "Full Frontal", (3-4) School's
out San Francisco Art Institute alumni Kathryn Bigelow, left, and Scott
Kramer, right, have big summer movies out: "K-19: The Widowmaker," directed
by Bigelow, and "Full Frontal," produced by Kramer 

 


